Abstract: This research presents a proposal of malware classification and its update based on capacity and obfuscation. This article is an extension of [4] a , and describes the procedure for malware updating, that is, to take obsolete malware that is already detectable by antiviruses, update it through obfuscation techniques and thus making it undetectable again. As the updating of malware is generally performed manually, an automatic solution is presented together with a comparison from the standpoint of cost and processing time. The automated method proved to be more reliable, fast and less intensive in the use of resources, specially in terms of antivirus analysis and malware functionality checking times.
Introduction
Malware is a malicious program that provides access to a system without user's authorization and executes undesirable actions. The terms malware and virus are usually used as the same concept, although they are, in fact, different [4] [19] . Initially, the use of malware was strictly associated with the investigation and protection of software developers for intellectual property (using cryptography), but throughout time its objective changed, and therefore, its importance. Currently, the aim of malware is mainly related to profit-making [8] [15].
The evolution of malware began in 1949 when Von Neumann established the idea of stored program and introduced the Automata Theory, which is the possibility of developing small replicates of a program that were capable of taking control of other programs with similar structures [13] . While the concept has many applications in science, it is quite easy to apply it to 462 C. Barría, D. Cordero, C. Cubillos, M. Palma, D. Cabrera viruses, considering that, at that time, the two concepts (i.e., virus and malware) were thought as equivalent.
In 1971, Bob Thomas created the first malicious code, named Creeper, that was capable of infecting IBM 360 machines on the ARPANET network by delivering an on-screen message that said, "I'm the Creeper, catch me if you can!" To find and eliminate the Creeper another code, called Reaper, was created. From this, it originated the current antivirus [3] .
Primarily, malware affects the Critical Information Infrastructure (CII), which is of prime importance to both, the attackers and the defenders. It is important to highlight that a successful virus leaves the CII defenseless. This is why for both, the defenders and the offenders, there is a necessity of implementing a Security Information Management System (SIMI) with the objective of preserving the reliability, integrity and availability of the information in order to act upon these threats [18] .
In the context of this research, obfuscation will be defined as the execution of transformations in a malware code (source or binary) that changes its appearance through the realization of a series of steps. This maintains the malware functionality and allows it to take control of the systems [6] . It is fundamental to continue carrying out research regarding obfuscation, in order to contribute to its analysis from a malware updating perspective. As the malware updating process is generally performed manually, an automatic solution is to be introduced so to compare both in terms of time and costs. This research, an extended version of a previous work [4] , provides a proposal of malware classification based on obfuscation. The novelty of the present work relies on; first, providing a summary of the obfuscation-based malware classification tackled in the previous work [4] ; second, formalizing the malware update process and making an empirical demonstration on how a malware, that is detectable by antiviruses, could be reused by updating it and making it undetectable through obfuscation; third, comparing the manual and the automated methods for malware updating though an example.
In section 2, this paper presents a summary of malware classification, while in section 3 the use of obfuscation through a crypter for updating the detected malware is explained. In section 4, a chart of the malware updating and its classification is proposed. In section 5, the proposed malware updating process is formalized and explained through an example. In section 6, a software prototype of an automated version of the obfuscation process is presented. Section 7, provides an evaluation and comparison of the manual and automated solutions. Finally, in section 8, the conclusions of this research are presented and future work.
Related work
In this section, a brief overview of the different malware classification is provided. As it is known, there are different malware classifications stemming from different perspectives. For example, classifications regarding malware infection mechanisms, and others regarding means of malware spread. Although these are used in different investigations, there is no given classification from the perspective of obfuscation, as a common vision has not been agreed yet [17] .
As it is shown in Figure 1 , a structure that facilitates the malware classification (species) could be established according to the class, type and generation. This classification will enable to succinctly present a part of the essential information about the malware non-detectable capacities.
Obfuscation-based Malware Update: A comparison of Manual and Automated Methods 463 According to the malware classification provided in previous investigations, first-generation malware were not considered part of the inverted pyramid shown in Figure 1 , as they did not present any modifications in their code and they are commonly denominated No-Stealth [12] because of their obsolescence.
Although No-Stealth malware are detected by an antivirus, currently they are capable of being transformed into second-generation malware using crypters. Crypters are easy to obtain from specialized information security websites, and these could apply obfuscation techniques to any type of file. However, in this research, crypters will be applied to malware, yet not alter their functionality in any of their states [6] [9] [20] .
Update
Malware updating requires obfuscation to give rise a second generation. This can be performed by using one of the following two methods: a) The manual method. In this, the operation is performed by a person and is applied to the Encryptor and Oligomorphic malware types. b) The automated method. This refers to a malware that can automatically undergo the process of obfuscation without requiring a human operator and is applied to Polymorphic and Metamorphic malware [14] , as it is shown in Table 1 . 
Procedures
Among the procedures that are highlighted in various sources of information related to computer security, the following can be identified: AvFucker, DSplit, RIT, Hexing and XOR. These aim at generating a binary of the original code, producing a modification of a relevant hexadecimal value to evade the antivirus. Figure 2 allows us to perform an updating to the malware through the obfuscation process, which will depend on malware status, method, technique and procedure employed. In the case of an antivirus detection, a decryptor or stub is resorted to apply the obfuscation method, in order to re-apply the crypter to malware so to achieve its renovation and, thereby its ability of evasion. The report provided by the antivirus detection is directly given to the stub, if this gets detected it directly compromises the encrypted malware. This is put into practice through the following tests:
The construction of a malicious code has the objective of obtaining documents from a third party, including certain directories and various extensions from a computer. A part of the code is presented (for confidentiality reasons) in Figure 3 . • Antivirus tests The analysis of a malicious code is performed by a specific antivirus (NOD 32) signature, which has the ability to incorporate other antivirus engines. As it is shown in Figure 4 , this code is detected and reported as an element of risk.
Obfuscation-based Malware Update: A comparison of Manual and Automated Methods 465 • Obfuscation application After the malicious code has been detected, obfuscation techniques are applied in order to subject the malware to a crypter (encryption / decryption), as shown in Figure 5 . Once the process has been completed, a detectable code may become undetectable. • Screening Once the malicious code has undergone obfuscation, the malware is subjected to the antivirus (NOD 32) again, under the same conditions described above (same house and built motors). As it is shown in Figure 6 , the antivirus always generates a reporting message in case the malware is either detected or not. In case the malware goes undetected, the antivirus logs does not consider this file a threat, as shown in Figure 7 , and therefore, the malware may fulfill its malicious intent. As shown in Figure 8 , it is evident that a first-generation malware could be subjected to obfuscation techniques. In order to do so, a crypter tool is applied to transform this firstgeneration malware into a second-generation, and thereby, rising its hierarchical criteria.
Obfuscation process and malware classification proposal
In accordance with the malware classification that was previously described, a first-generation malware is not considered because it has not undergone the obfuscation techniques yet. However, it is possible to prove that despite the obsolescence of this No-Stealth malware, this is still present in the cyberspace and need to be considered. Furthermore, this No-Sealth malware could be transformed into a threat only by applying an obfuscation procedure, resulting in this becoming undetectable by an antivirus. Taking into account the points previously exposed, a flow chart is proposed for the updating of malware, as shown in Figure 9 . Thus, in the first inverted pyramid previously described the No Stealth malware should be taken into consideration because this could be related to any other malware either belonging to a class (virus, worms, botnet, and Trojan horses), or belonging to the first generation. As it is shown in Figure 10 , a revised inverted pyramid is proposed in order to include a complete structure that classifies malware.
Current malware updating process
The process of detecting malware through the recognition of their signatures, that these are later saved into the antivirus databases. However, through an updating process, these malware could be transformed and become undetectable without losing its functionality as it is described by Barría et al [4] .
When considering the diagram in Figure 11 [11] , it could be observed that the updating process of a malware starts in its binary state, and then a crypter is required in order to apply the method of encryption. After this, the crypter output must undergo the antivirus detection (signature-based analysis). In case the encrypted malware goes undetected, it means the updating process has been successful. In the specific case of this work, the obfuscation process employs the Dead-Code Insertion technique [1] . For all aforementioned, the modders defines this as the AvFucker [11] .
This process involves a series of procedures in which the malware is encrypted by a Crypter and is then reviewed by one or more anti-malware systems. If it is detected, an insertion of a dead code, based on the process of obfuscation, followed by a re-encryption of the resulting code with a Crypter is performed. Finally, the test is performed against the anti-malware or systems, and the cycle is repeated until a program is obtained with a signature that is no longer detected by these systems. A graphical explanation of this process is illustrated below in Figure 11 [10] . When the crypter output is contrasted through detection techniques based on signatures [2] and is detected as malware, the procedure is applied as a whole. This means that the stub, the key and the enciphered malware are included, although only the stub area is detected. This procedure consists of the malware copy creation (crypter output), whose quantity is given by the file size, according to the following equation: Each one of these copies, is created for the Dead Code Insertion (00, 90), from byte to byte, from the initial to the final offset, correlatively [7] , as observed in Figure 12 .
Once all copies are made, they are analyzed by the antivirus. In this way, only files detected as non-malicious are obtained, and the rest are removed when matching with the antivirus registered signature. A group of files is then obtained that is able to avoid the antivirus, but its hexadecimal code has been modified, so it is necessary to verify that the functionality is not affected.
What was previously presented is not viable if a file of 1 Mb output is used as an example: The previous analysis implies the following problems: a) capacity, since the number of files created could be higher than the number of information terabytes directly affecting the hardware capacity, which also affects equipment investment; b) test, as a function of the time in which the antivirus performs the analysis on each of the copies; c) functionality, a revision that must be made on an individual basis to the group of undetected files by the antivirus and then prove that the malware functionality is not affected. This is how the procedure seeks to be optimized by increasing the Dead Code Insertion. If the 1 Mb output file is used, it is possible to create copies every 1000 bytes (offset with 0.1 percent of the total file size), and the proper analysis is made, considering only the portion of 1000 bytes that is undetected. Copies are then created every 100 bytes over it, and this procedure is repeated until reaching the portion of 1 byte [5] , considering that the ranges are not necessarily consecutive. Thus, hardware use increases, and the number of created files decreases, so the antivirus testing time also decreases.
Nevertheless, the problem of the malware operation test persists because is needed a controlled environment that allows typical functions of this type of malicious code to be proved, such as persistence, connectivity and spreading. This takes significant time and a great amount of resources for the modder [11] . Thus, a tool called an "annotator" is used [16] , which permits the functions described above to be verified by replacing input malware on the crypter. In addition, another characteristic is its tiny size, further allowing optimization of the creation of copies and reducing the antivirus analysis and detection time.
Currently, the iteration of this model is carried out with the support of various tools, including crypters, hex editors, and anti-malware engine systems, among others. It also usually uses a tool to generate a number n copies of the original file, modifying each copy in a different range of offsets and replacing those locations with a dead code. While the use of such tools represents Obfuscation-based Malware Update: A comparison of Manual and Automated Methods 469 Figure 12 : Malware copy generation a significant reduction in the time required compared to the performance of the same process manually (e.g., editing each range of offsets using an editor), this part of the process adds more time to the total iteration, increasing the final cost of the process. Having identified this difficulty, the ability to automate this iteration emerges as a natural choice in regard to reducing time and monetary costs.
Software prototype validation
An algorithm was programmed in Python version 2, with the addition of PyWinAuto library to automate the process under study, exposed in Figure 13 .
The automatic process and its algorithm provides the advantage of reducing the execution time of each task, while leaving the structure of the process itself intact, thus allowing an objective performance comparison between the original manual process and the automated one.
Avoiding human factors on the execution of each task reduces the risk of certain kind of errors, mostly related to distraction, fatigue, among others. This can be more critical in certain tasks, compared to others.
For example, selecting the malware sample and using the Crypter tool on it (the first task), can be considered a fairly simple and straightforward task. But replicating the file an undetermined amount of times, with different ranges, can eventually involve the repetition of an action hundreds of times, and each one requiring the exact selection of specific ranges, and offsets which is error prone. In the automated method, the algorithm itself will not suffer from fatigue after 5 hours of uninterrupted work, for example, while humans surely will, being a more reliable solution.
The general process involves five phases: malware encryption, offsets identification, obfuscation through dead code insertion, anti-malware analysis, and functionality analysis. The encryption phase, as it name sais, involves the encryption of the malware code through the use of 470 C. Barría, D. Cordero, C. Cubillos, M. Palma, D. Cabrera a crypter software. The offset identification regards the activity of splitting the file for making an exhaustive search looking for the point (offset) in which changing that bit provides a change in the overall malware signature recognized by anti-malware software, thus turning it in undetectable. The anti-malware analysis refers to antivirus check to be performed to the file sample with the modified offset in order to check if it is detected with the virus. Please consider that this step does not involve only a single antivirus software but a hole set of them, four or five different at least in order to ensure undetectability. The phase of functionality analysis, comes after the anti malware analysis for each of the files with their diverse offsets and pursues to check that the dead code insertion has not altered or braked the functionality to the malware within the file. The algorithm automatically goes through each iteration, changes the values for each range and advances until the end of the whole process. The only human interaction required is starting the script, since the automated process replaces every task originally executed by human resources. 
Experimentation
Once the prototype was prepared, we compared the time required to complete an instance of the process, from beginning to end, between the automated case and the original case then, it was used simulation software, to evaluate the time required in 50 instances.
To standardize the experimental conditions in both cases, the same tools and base file containing the signature of the malware were used, as detailed in the following list:
• Base File • Anti-malware Engine "NOD32" Both processes were executed on the same computer with the same operating system (Windows 7). Finally, the economic dimension of each process was evaluated, and each hour of work was assigned the value of CLP 1100.
Experimental evaluation
The manual process execution required 420 minutes (7 hours), while the prototype software process was completed in 5 minutes. In both cases, it was possible to obtain a series of files that successfully evaded the anti-malware detection engine.
Considering the value assigned to each hour of work, we observe the following, in Table 2 . 
Simulated evaluation
Fifty process execution cycles in the simulation software generated the following results, in Table 3 : Due to the cost being calculated per hour, the automated process value was still considered as a full worked hour, regardless of having completed the entire set of tasks in much less time than that.
It is also important to note, that the human executed tasks may differ in terms of time needed, because of the possibility of mistakes during the execution of any action, thus causing an increase of the time needed and, in consequence, an increase in its cost. During this experimental evaluation, however, there were neither difficulties nor failures during the execution of the entire process, so the values provided are as close as possible to an ideal execution.
Although these values already provide clear evidence of the cost reductions obtained thanks to this automation, this difference may be even higher, because the human resources simulated on the manual process were considered with ideal conditions, such as 100 percent correct execution of tasks (no possibility of mistakes) and continuous, uninterrupted work hours during the whole process. As can be expected, actual human resources will not present such performance, meaning a higher cost for the manual process. Figure 14 and Figure 15 present the same data, but from a different perspective, which helps to easily perceive the cost reduction obtained with this automation. The numbers speak by themselves, as can be easily noticed that the same result can be achieved with way less time and money, thus exposing the advantages of automating the process using the algorithm. As mentioned before, ths structure of the whole process was left untouched, meaning that this comparison is not affected by neither adding, removing nor modifying tasks. Each task remains the same, but its execution is improved via automation.
Cost and time comparison

Conclusions and future work
Previous researches have provided a malware classifications that has been generated from multiple perspectives; however, there is no classification generated on the basis of the obfuscation perspective. Consequently, the first contribution of the present work is to provide a classification that takes into account the obfuscation procedure. This revised classification allows us to hierarchically structure the malware based on their capacities. Furthermore, considering that these malware are still present in the cyberspace paves the way to create countermeasures to preserve the security of the information systems.
Because of the rapid evolution of second-generation malware, those that are considered to be part of the first-generation have been described as obsolete, and therefore unimportant. However, this research has proved that through the application of methods, techniques, procedures and tools of obfuscation it is possible that No-Sealth malware could be updated to the point of being Obfuscation-based Malware Update: A comparison of Manual and Automated Methods 473 transformed into second-generation malware, and therefore, go undetectable by the antivirus systems. Similarly, the present work incorporates this updating procedure through a flow chart that considers this classification proposal of the revised inverted pyramid previously presented.
This work also explains that this updating procedure could be put into practice from a manual method to an automated method. It is evident that in the case of the automated method, the resources of time and costs are more efficiently employed. This represents a relevant challenge for the malware developers, who day-to-day have to deal with between those who protect and those who evade the system of data protection.
Future work may consider the improvement of this malware updating process in order to employ new techniques with the aim of searching matched patterns and making this process more efficient.
